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PHOTO:  Cuban General Raúl Castro 
waves to the people during the annual 
May Day parade, 1 May 2007. Behind 
him is a bust of José Martí, the national 
hero of Cuba. (AIN Foto, Marcelino 
Vazquez Hernandez)

Latin America always seems on the verge of something historic, 
always teetering between possibility and failure.1

Despite the end of the cold war over two decades ago and intrac-
table post-9/11 security challenges, when it comes to Cuba, U.s. policy-

makers remain mired in the past. Once again, it seems that Fidel Castro’s 
Cuba is different. Cuba is not only the hemisphere’s oldest dictatorship, but 
also a long-standing U.s. foreign policy failure. Radical change has engulfed 
the region since the end of 2005. presidential elections across Latin America 
have swept in popular, radical, left-leaning, and often anti-American leaders 
and governments. in Chile, a woman became the first elected president of a 
south American country, and in Bolivia, an indigenous leader attained the 
presidency for the first time in the region’s modern history—but the relations 
between Cuba and the United states have remained frozen in time.2

throughout it all, Castro and his regime have survived.3 despite the 
dictator’s old age and poor health and the economic and political failures of 
the Cuban Revolution, unrelenting efforts by the United states and its allies 
in the region and abroad to render Castro and his socialist model irrelevant 
have backfired.4 in fact, the revolutionary spirit is alive and well in Latin 
America, thanks in part to the U.s.’s anti-Castro policy. the world is a dif-
ferent place today: the global and hemispheric climates are more critical of 
U.s. leadership and its economic and political models and more supportive of 
Castro and Cuban socialism. For a significant percentage of Latin America’s 
population, Castro and the Cuban Revolution remain powerful symbols of 
success and resistance to the “empire.” 

in spite of the U.s. economic blockade and the reactionary helms-Burton 
legislation, Cuba has become a leader in education and medical care, provid-
ing free medical training to aspiring third World doctors (and even some 
First World ones). Cuba’s economy has defied predictions that it would 
collapse within months of the fall of the soviet Union; instead, Cuba has 
developed a successful tourism sector and growing sports and biotechnology 
industries and attracted direct investments from around the world. diplomatic 
and economic relations have expanded regionally and globally. in 2007, 30 
of 32 Latin American governments maintained normalized ties with Cuba, 
and a number of governments, particularly Venezuela, Canada, spain, and 
China, expanded trade agreements and commercial ventures with the island.5 
Additionally, since 1999, hugo Chavéz’s Venezuela has provided a valuable 
political and economic lifeline to Castro and the Cuban Revolution.

Cultivo una rosa blanca

Cultivo una rosa blanca, 
en junio como en enero, 
para el amigo sincero 
que me da su mano franca.

Y para el cruel que me arranca 
el corazón con que vivo, 
cardo ni ortiga cultivo: 
cultivo la rosa blanca.

—José Martí
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But how permanent are these achievements? 
Can they and the Cuban Revolution survive Fidel’s 
death? Or is Castro the indispensable glue that 
holds the system together? since Castro became 
seriously ill in July 2006, critics and supporters 
of his regime have speculated over the future of 
Cuba without Fidel. the official successor and 
temporary head of government during Castro’s 
recuperation, Fidel’s brother Raúl, is also aging, 
having celebrated his 76th birthday in June 2007. 
What will Cuba’s future be like when both Castros 
have left the stage?

More questions spring up. What should the 
U.s. response be to a Fidel-less Cuba? Will the 
immediate change in leadership further normal-
ization of relations and an end to the embargo? 
Will the U.s. continue its long-standing policy of 
indirect subversion and sabotage? Or will Fidel’s 
death and the transition to another leader provide 
the opportune climate for direct U.s. military 
intervention? Will the Cuban dissidents on and 
off the island be able to rally the Cuban people to 
overthrow a successor government? should the 
United states have a role, either direct or indirect, 
in regime change in Cuba? Would an active U.s. 
role promote democracy in Cuba and the region? 
And what would be the immediate and long-term 
impact of U.s.-sponsored regime change on hemi-
spheric cooperation and security? 

How U.S. policymakers respond to these difficult 
questions will be critical to Cuba’s political and 
economic development and to a renewal of U.s. 
credibility in Latin America. But before we begin to 
consider what the appropriate U.s. security frame-
work for a new Cuba policy should be, we must first 
put the current U.s. foreign policy towards Latin 
America into context. 

Global and Hemispheric Context 
since 9/11

in this era of global terrorism and insecurity, U.s. 
unilateralism is not a viable long-term option. power 
relations and capabilities are in constant flux, and 
even a superpower’s resources are constrained and 
limited. Most global problems are a complex mix 
of economic, political, religious, ethnic, and cultural 
tensions and rivalries and involve non-state as well 
as state actors. Most of these problems are not ame-
nable to military solutions. even when they are, the 

U.s. must employ its military resources judiciously 
and sparingly. More than ever, rational and realistic 
foreign and national security policies that appreciate 
the new global context are essential to success.

since 9/11 and the iraq war, the global political 
and security environment has became more threat-
ening to all nations and particularly to the United 
states. indeed, the popular global mind-set of “hating 
America” expresses not just a rejection of the Bush 
administration’s foreign policy, but a wider repudia-
tion of U.s. hegemony.6 in the current climate of fear 
and hyper-security, military responses to global and 
regional problems have increased, but the use of force 
has not necessarily delivered greater security. the U.s. 
War on terrorism in Afghanistan and iraq is a case in 
point. in a 2006 opinion poll of over 100 top foreign-
policy experts, most agreed that the world is more 
dangerous for the United states and American citizens 
today. they did not agree that the United states was 
winning the War on terrorism or that the war in iraq 
has had a positive impact on the War on terrorism.7

Cuban daily life is reflected on an image of Cuban leader 
Fidel Castro in a store window in Havana, 30 April 2007.
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such negative views of U.s. foreign policy and 
the U.s. role in the world resonate in the interna-
tional community, especially in Latin America, 
where they have contributed to tense hemispheric 
relations. As our closest neighbor, traditional secu-
rity zone, and “soft underbelly,” Latin America is 
more important to the United states today than 
ever. during the major security crises and global 
wars of the 20th century, Latin American support 
and hemispheric solidarity were the norm and were 
often taken for granted. Currently, the iraq war 
and the War on terrorism are widely unpopular in 
Latin America (as in many countries around the 
world), making it more difficult for democratic 
governments to support U.s. strategic goals and 
easier for unfriendly governments, or radical and 
populist ones, to confront and even undermine U.s. 
policies.8 Once again, as during darker periods of 
U.s.-Latin American relations, most of the region’s 
governments and peoples are defining nationalism 
in terms of anti-Americanism. standing up to the 
north American superpower has won recent elec-
tions for a half-dozen new, “left-leaning” Latin 
American presidents.

the aggressive U.s. focus on nation-building 
and democratic enlargement in the third World 
and in the Middle east, where it has been prob-
lematic and largely unsuccessful, has increased 
skepticism over the U.s.’s “real” foreign policy 
intentions and fostered cynicism about the effec-
tiveness of democracy itself.9 despite being a 
popular and desirable concept in theory, in prac-
tice democracy does not guarantee favorable or 
convenient outcomes for either voters or imperial 
powers. the propagation of democracy by foreign 
armies—whether by a humanitarian intervention 
sanctioned by multinational forces or by a unilateral 
imperialist invasion—has proven to be an illusory 
goal. “powerful states,” eric J. hobsbawm argues, 
“are trying to spread a system that even they find 
inadequate to meet today’s challenges.”10 the 
conditions for effective democratic governance 
are rare and demand legitimacy, consensus, and 
conflict mediation, and in impoverished countries, 
socioeconomic opportunity and justice are neces-
sary as well. hobsbawm is not alone in concluding 
that efforts to “spread democracy” have “aggravated 
ethnic conflict and produced the disintegration” of 
multinational and multi-communal states.11

the U.s. policy to democratize Latin America’s 
governments is under suspicion and assault. there 
are critics outside the region and even in the U.s. 
Government itself. Compared to earlier decades 
when dictatorships and one-party rule were the 
norm, since the 1980s most countries in the region 
have adopted democratic elections and governing 
structures. however, only a few are truly stable, 
and most are “borderline” (with Colombia ranked 
as “critical”) on an index of “failed states.”12 in 
many cases, democracy has opened up political 
systems to historically disadvantaged and exploited 
groups and facilitated the rise of populist and leftist 
leaders across the region, but it has had negative 
consequences, too.

the problem is that an imbalance exists. Former 
peruvian president Alejandro toledo recently noted, 
“political democracy will take root in Latin America 
only when it is accompanied by economic and social 
democracy.”13 Latin America’s populist and indig-
enous resurgence is the result of this imbalance. 
Radical popular movements have targeted chronic 
poverty and socioeconomic inequality, which have 
not only persisted, but also worsened in many coun-
tries in spite of democracy. indigenous and labor 
groups have benefited from the democratic open-
ing, successfully organizing and electing populist 
governments more representative of their ethnicity 
and class interests and supportive of their reform-
ist/revolutionary goals. however, popular civil 
movements have also mobilized outside the formal 
political system and used “direct democracy” or 
confrontational “street” democracy to push their 
agendas. Contests among competing groups that 
represent “the people,” the “elites,” and the gov-
ernment of the day have become the norm in many 
countries. in this sense, democracy has increased 
political and social instability in the hemisphere and 
complicated U.s. foreign policymaking.

there are two key reasons for this. First, the United 
states has been inconsistent and cynical in its rela-
tions, preferring “friendly” governments whether 
democratic or not, and challenging “unfriendly” ones 
even when they are democratic. second, U.s. poli-
cymakers have married democracy to free-market 
capitalism and unfettered globalization and rejected 
the dominant role of the state in economic growth and 
development in Latin America as an insidious form 
of socialism.14 the region’s elites are pro-market, but 
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the capitalist economic model has never persuaded 
the majority of the popular classes. Many repudiate 
it as an instrument of U.s. economic imperialism 
and a major reason for their chronic poverty and 
their country’s socioeconomic underdevelopment. 
indeed, in the last decade, as the region has experi-
enced a major economic crisis, even the elites have 
turned against the U.s. economic formula. the 
pro-globalization, capitalist, free-market model of 
economic growth and development, the “Washington 
Consensus” that U.s. foreign policy has promoted 
internationally and in Latin America, is under full 
attack. notwithstanding political or ideological ori-
entation, most Latin governments reject economic 
“neoliberalism” and have reasserted a more state-
centric trade and development model.

in short, the United states is on the wrong side of 
the major changes, movements, and trends in Latin 
America, and Fidel Castro, who has denounced 
U.s. policy as imperialist and directly challenged 
the American political and economic system for 
nearly half a century, is once again “in,” just as 
he seemed on the way “out.” Rather than fading 
into irrelevance since the end of the cold war, the 
Cuban Revolution’s socialist principles have been 
redeemed by the rise of a new “21st-century social-
ism.” The failure of U.S. foreign policy—its discon-
nect from the challenges of a post-9/11 world; the 
altered global context since the 2003 invasion of 
iraq; U.s. neglect of Latin America; and the unco-
ordinated U.s. response to the region’s leftward shift 
since 2000—is partly to blame for this change. The 
United states has lost moral authority in relation 
to Cuba and other repressive regimes around the 
world. Criticisms of Cuba and other governments 
for the infringement of democratic and human rights, 
extralegal detentions, and torture ring hollow after 
Abu Ghraib and the detentions in Guantánamo Bay. 
how can the United states condemn Cuba and brand 
governments that harbor terrorists as terrorist states 
when the U.s. judicial system protects an anti-Castro 
Cuban rebel who perpetrated terrorist acts against 
the Castro regime?

The United States and 
Revolutionary Cuba

the history of the U.s.-Cuban relationship is an 
ambivalent one. After 34 years of struggle, Cuba, 
one of the last colonies of Spain, finally gained its 
independence through U.s. military intervention in 
the spanish-American War of 1898.15 On 20 May 
1902, after four years of U.s. military occupa-
tion, the Cuban flag flew over Morro Castle at the 
entrance to havana harbor, and the Cuban Republic 
was born.16 From the independentistas’ perspective, 
the U.s. intervention preempted and thwarted their 
independence movement. nevertheless, despite 
the 1902 platt Amendment, which placed condi-
tions on Cuban independence and thwarted Cuban 
nationalism, the U.s. occupation contributed to the 
island’s immediate political and economic stabil-
ity and development. it also safeguarded “order, 
property, and privilege” as well as U.s. political 
and economic interests.17

stability, however, was short-lived because in 
the long term, Cuba’s “mediated sovereignty” and 
the elitist U.s.-dominated economic reconstruction 
undermined it and provoked several interventions 
by the U.s. Marines over the next two decades.18 
Relations improved somewhat in 1934, when U.s. 
president Franklin d. Roosevelt’s Good neighbor 
policy revoked the platt Amendment and renounced 
the U.s. policy of military intervention, but this only 
occured after a defiant nationalist Cuban Government 
had unilaterally revoked the amendment and prompted 
sergeant Fulgencio Batista’s september 1933 revolt, 
which led to a consolidation of power favorable to U.s. 
interests.19 Over much of the next 26 years, and mostly 
with the blessing of the United states, the Cuban army 
and Batista (either as the power behind the throne or 
as president or dictator) maintained control.

On 26 July 1953, Fidel Castro and 165 Cuban 
youths rebelled against Batista, who had assumed 
full dictatorial power after a second coup, in March 
1952. the insurrection failed dismally and Batista 
killed, tortured, and imprisoned many rebels, with 

Rather than fading into irrelevance since the end of the cold war, 
the Cuban Revolution’s socialist principles have been redeemed 

by the rise of a new “21st-century socialism.”
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Fidel Castro among the imprisoned. 
Attempting to legitimize his rule, 
Batista called elections in 1954 and ran 
unopposed. in another bid for legiti-
macy, in May 1955, the Batista govern-
ment extended a general amnesty to all 
political prisoners, among them Fidel 
Castro, who soon went into exile and 
launched the revolutionary July 26th 
Movement.20 For the next five years, 
the world watched, stunned by Fidel’s 
guerrilla victories, and journalists 
turned the ragtag army and its leader 
into folk heroes.

On the eve of Castro’s 1959 Cuban 
Revolution and for a year afterward, U.s. policymak-
ers, as they had been during other U.s.-Cuban relations 
crises, were ambivalent and divided over U.s.-Cuba 
strategy. despite favorable overtures from the United 
States to Castro and from Castro to the United States—
again foreshadowing the wide pendulum swings of 
future relations—miscommunication and mistrust 
caused the two governments to become embroiled 
in a protracted contest after 1960. in January 1961, 
president dwight eisenhower severed diplomatic rela-
tions with Cuba and on 17 April 1961, president John 
F. Kennedy launched the Bay of pigs invasion.21

From the outset, many U.s. policymakers misunder-
stood the Cuban Revolution’s character and underesti-
mated its radical goals. Although Marxist, socialist, and 
authoritarian, the revolution was primarily a populist 
social revolution. in March 1960, Castro emphasized 
the populist character of the July 26th Movement 
as “the revolution of the humildes [humble], for the 
humildes, and by the humildes.”22 the revolution was 
fundamentally committed to eradicating the social 
injustices endemic in Cuban society, and thus polar-
ized that society between the haves and the have-nots, 
between the once powerful economic classes and the 
impoverished, emerging popular classes.23

the Cuban mix of nationalism and communism 
confounded U.s. policymakers, and the cold war’s 
ideological blinders obscured the potential for 
accommodation with Castro and the revolution. 
As Marifeli pérez-stable has noted, although com-
munists had controlled the unions in the 1940s and 
allied themselves at times with Batista, this had 
not created the crisis that it did in 1959. “More 
profoundly,” she writes, “the controversy over 

communism masked the repudiation of radical 
change. A humanist ideology against capitalism and 
communism so eloquently espoused in the spring-
summer of 1959 was a casualty of domestic and 
foreign confrontation. had Cuba not been ninety 
miles from the United states, the revolution might 
have found those elusive middle grounds. that 
nearness and the historic intimacy it had imposed 
between the two countries had, indeed, contoured 
the radical nationalism that was now rendering the 
revolution so intransigent.”24

the Cuban Revolution’s radical rhetoric and 
ideological challenge to the United States—which 
had occupied the island, intervened militarily, domi-
nated commerce and economic development, and 
exploited labor and natural resources—addressed 
the psychological need for national respect, dignity, 
and honor. From the outset, Castroism emphasized 
the power of ideas and ideals over money.25 it 
rejected the crass materialism of U.s. capitalism and 
its imperialist role in Cuban history. this emphasis 
on ideals in the face of foreign economic interests, a 
david versus Goliath stand, established the Cuban 
Revolution as a model of struggle against great 
power domination and a beacon for the rights of 
small states. Castro’s revolutionary idealism earned 
him the adulation of many Latin American and 
third World peoples and remains the basis of his 
influence in the hemisphere.

Cuba has had a special relationship with the United 
states. For most of the 20th century, the United 
states and Cuba have shared common interests 
and challenges. some scholars have described this 
interdependence as a “love-hate” relationship. After 

Fidel Castro, Cuban Prime Minister, answers a question from a panel on the NBC 
television program “Meet the Press,” in Washington, 19 April 1959. He said at 
one point that Cuba would be committed to the West in the event of any struggle 
between Democracy and Communism. At left is Ned Brooks, the moderator.
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the Cuban Revolution, the two countries became 
irrationally obsessed with each other. perhaps, as 
some critics of U.s. policy suggest, U.s. leaders see 
a mirror image in Fidel Castro that reflects their own 
revolutionary heritage, megalomania, and messian-
ism. Castro has no real military and economic power, 
but he has challenged the United states ideologically 
for political and moral leadership in the hemisphere. 
Castroism has become a powerful idea and may well 
survive Castro, the man.

Venezuela’s hugo Chávez, who can command 
oil wealth and economic power, has assumed 
Castroism’s ideological mantle and historic chal-
lenge and undoubtedly will further revel in this role 
once Castro has left the stage. in many respects, 
Venezuela is “the new Cuba,” and Chávez is the new 
leader of a “counter-hegemonic bloc.”26 therefore, 
how the United states responds to the transition in 
Cuba may have a lasting and significant strategic 
impact in Latin America. the U.s. response has the 
potential to shift the hemisphere’s “correlation of 
forces” for or against the United states and for or 
against radical populist leaders.27 in short, how the 
U.s. manages a post-Castro transition will have far-
reaching implications for the success of progressive 
change, reform, and democratization in the region. 
For most of the 20th century, the fundamental 
source of conflict between the United States and 
the governments and peoples of the region has been 
U.s. ambivalence and often outright hostility to 
social revolution and radical, progressive change.

U.s. policymakers have insisted on imposing 
their own interests, agendas, models, and formulas 
on Latin America—often against the wishes of most 
of the peoples in the region. At the same time that 
U.s. leaders insist on internal democratization, they 
maintain an undemocratic, hegemonic control over 
the region and demand that it do things “our” way. 
democracy’s essence is the people’s right to choose, 
and—ironically—that includes the right to reject 
a particular version of democracy or to determine 
the appropriateness of democracy under special 
circumstances. democracy also implies respect for 
sovereignty and greater equality in intra-regional 
affairs among nations in the hemisphere—a genuine 
reassertion of the Good neighbor policy. the tragic 
history of U.s.-Cuban relations in the 20th century 
is testimony to the dilemmas and contradictions 
inherent in U.s. hemispheric policy. As in the case 

The tragic history of U.S.-Cuban 
relations in the 20th century is 
testimony to the dilemmas and 
contradictions inherent in U.S. 

hemispheric policy. 

of Cuba, controversy over ideology, especially com-
munism during the cold war, has always “masked the 
repudiation of radical change” in “our backyard.” 

Realpolitik and a “New” Cuba
the central question policymakers must consider, if 

the U.s. is to develop a realistic, pragmatic approach 
to a post-Castro Cuba, is how much the “new” Cuba 
will be like the “old” Cuba. After nearly 50 years of 
Castroism, what has permanently changed in Cuban 
society? perhaps not even the island’s citizens will 
fully know until the transition actually occurs. how-
ever, we can identify some tendencies. One hallmark 
of the idealistic early days of the revolution, which 
the regime has reaffirmed repeatedly since, was 
rejection of Western capitalism and consumerism. 
nevertheless, limited market economic measures that 
have spilled over from the prosperous tourist sector 
and/or been tolerated by the regime to meet critical 
needs have eroded the revolution’s anti-capitalist 
orthodoxy. As the Cuban economy has opened up to 
small-scale private enterprise, more foreign invest-
ment, joint venture companies, and remittances from 
exiled relatives in Miami, the regime has lost a degree 
of control over the economy.

despite constant sloganeering that socialism is 
“stronger than ever,” over 75 percent of Cuba’s 
population was born after the revolution, and this 
post-revolutionary generation is clearly drawn to 
market-society materialism. At the Fifth Congress 
of the Cuban Communist party, in 1997, Castro 
emphasized the importance of reestablishing Marx-
ist-Leninist principles, and in 2001, he launched the 
“Battle of ideas” to shore up the socialist values of 
the revolution. since 2003, the Cuban regime has 
also cracked down on dissent and internal opposi-
tion leaders. One Cuban expert felt that the more the 
regime made “structural or economic concessions to 
capitalism and globalization,” the more it increased its 
ideological vigilance and intolerance of dissent.28 the 
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dual economy has also introduced troublesome and 
demoralizing income inequalities. A service worker in 
the tourism sector or workers in foreign joint venture 
companies can earn more in a day than some profes-
sionals may earn in a week or a month. For some 
Cubans, the disparity between the Cuban Revolution’s 
principle of socioeconomic equality and daily reality 
has undermined confidence in socialism.

While the U.s. economic embargo of the island 
and other forms of political and economic retalia-
tion continue to limit and deflect popular discontent, 
Cuban socialism has delivered important educa-
tional and health benefits and reduced the corruption 
and class, race, and gender discrimination of pre-
revolutionary times. Given the option, the island’s 
citizens would probably not jettison socialism 
completely but opt for a mixed economic model 
that ensures state management of the economy and 
social welfare. in addition, economic control heav-
ily resides with the Cuban military, which profits 
from the tourist and foreign investment sector, and 
this is unlikely to change in the short term. Copying 
the concessionary model of the Chinese Red Army, 
the generals control 60 percent of the economy and 
head lucrative companies. in addition, as Minister 
of defense, Raúl Castro has maintained his close 
rapport with and firm support of the armed forces. 
Both want to protect their stake in the island’s cur-
rent political economy and, reflecting a popular 
attitude within Cuban society, both have a healthy 
skepticism of capitalism and the free market.29

notwithstanding the Communist party and the 
generals’ skepticism, with the sugar days over, tour-
ism and trade will remain central to a post-Castro 
Cuba, and Cuba’s human capital in teachers and doc-
tors will supplement the hard currency sector of the 
economy. Chinese investments in nickel mining and 
offshore natural gas and oil resources offer long-term 
prospects. in the short term, Venezuela subsidizes 
Cuba’s energy needs by providing over 100,000 bar-
rels of oil per day. instead of collapsing, the Cuban 
economy has averaged a healthy 5 percent growth 
rate in the last several years despite the embargo.

Although the Cuban people have suffered politi-
cal repression under Castro’s authoritarian rule, it 
is unclear if the desire for a more Western-style, 
participatory governing structure is widespread. 
Full-blown democracy is highly unlikely in a post-
Castro Cuba in the short term for three reasons. First, 

repression is not applied equally. As Castro is fond 
of saying, “in the revolution, everything, outside of 
the revolution, nothing.” the average Cuban who is 
apolitical or supports the revolution has little to fear. 
Anti-revolutionary organizers, however, are another 
matter. Second, high profile U.S. and European 
Union support of and engagement with political 
dissidents may continue to backfire, as it has under 
Castro, inviting more aggressive regime repression 
as transitional and successor governments feel more 
threatened by external subversion or outright inva-
sion. Third, dissident groups lack a unifying figure, 
such as a Lech Walesa in poland. personal politics 
divide them, and they do not represent a broad socio-
political movement, as solidarity did in poland.

democratization is unlikely to come from the 
diffuse Miami exile community. ideology, politics, 
and personal ambitions have fragmented it into 
several hundred different exile organizations. After 
decades in the United states, a “right of return” to 
the island is more symbolic than practical for many 
exiles. Most wealthy Cubans have lost their property 
and may prefer to do business in a post-Castro Cuba 
rather than live there. their mansions and properties 
have deteriorated, and it might take three generations 
to rebuild their lives and recapture the privileges 
some exiles had achieved before the revolution. in 
a recent interview, one Cuban-American said such 
“revanchist” aspirations bordered on delirium.

Policy Considerations
in planning for the post-Castro transition, it is 

important to take stock of the tortuous history of 
U.s.-Cuban relations. As the historian thomas 
Carothers wrote, “Let us hope that whatever role 
the United states seeks to play in Cuba’s future, 
it is based on a thorough understanding of that 
inglorious past.”30 Central to that understanding is 
an appreciation of Castro’s appeal and the sources 
of Cuban and hemispheric discontent, both then 
and now. such an understanding can go a long way 
toward explaining hugo Chávez’s appeal and the 
rise and consolidation of radical populist govern-
ments across the region.

second, Washington policymakers need to recog-
nize that Marxism, socialism, and populist radical-
ism in Latin America have intimate connections to 
nationalism. No matter how difficult things may 
become, most Cubans are likely to defend national 
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sovereignty; they will prefer self-rule to an exter-
nally imposed solution. this has been a perennial 
lesson of U.s. engagement and intervention in Latin 
America and the third World.

third, the American people deserve a foreign 
policy that puts their interests before the special 
interests of Cuban-Americans. Whatever policy 
Washington chooses must turn on what is best for the 
United states and not what is bad for the Castros or 
Chavez. in 1996, the distinguished expert on Latin 
American affairs, Cole Blasier, observed that after 
Cuba downed the Brothers to the Rescue aircraft, 
“the main United states national interest in Cuba is 
a negative: that the United states not be drawn into 
any violent military conflict in Cuba.” If civil war 
were instigated or broke out in Cuba during the tran-
sition, “the pressures for United states intervention 
would be greater than in Grenada, panama, or haiti,” 
and the resulting “costs in blood and money” would 
be great. An occupation of the island “would be a 
morass.”31 Blasier’s warning is especially relevant 
in the wake of the current iraqi occupation.

tory bent argue that Castro’s death strongly favors 
fundamental regime change in the long-term. they 
claim that Cuba without Castro as the glue that holds 
the system together would be like the former soviet 
Union without Marxism-Leninism after Gorbachev’s 
reforms (which the soviets enacted to preserve their 
system rather than further its demise). 

If the latter analogy is right, a more open, flexible 
Raúl Castro regime would hasten its own downfall. 
Reforms would serve to reform away the reforming 
government. therefore, a more proactive U.s. policy 
response in the post-Castro transition would be 
unnecessary and potentially detrimental, especially 
since a core principle of the Cuban Revolution has 
been respect for national sovereignty. even the per-
ception of U.s. engagement with internal and exter-
nal Cuban dissident movements could undermine an 
autonomous, popular transition to democracy. 

Given the history of U.s. interventions in the 
region, an activist U.s. response could further 
weaken U.S. moral authority and influence in the 
hemisphere. Respect for national sovereignty, tradi-
tionally the hallmark of cordial U.s.-Latin American 
relations since the Good neighbor policy, is an 
especially contentious, critical issue in post-9/11 
international and regional systems where U.s. power 
and hegemony have been in progressive decline.

Option 2. Limited engagement or the “magic 
of the marketplace.” the U.s. has tried the limited 
engagement model in various forms over the last 45 
years.32 Many of its proponents, especially those who 
oppose the economic embargo, have extolled the 
“magic of the marketplace” as an effective instrument 
of reform and, ultimately, regime change. indeed, 
over the years a strong bipartisan consensus has 
emerged favoring commercial exchange and even 
normal relations with Cuba. For example, despite the 
embargo and the draconian premise of the helms-
Burton Act, both presidents Bill Clinton and George 
W. Bush waived title iii of the act, which would have 
allowed U.s. citizens to sue the Cuban Government 
over property the Cuban Revolution nationalized.33

supporters of this option believe that capital-
ist markets and increased trade and tourism will 
intensify the contradictions between ideology and 
practice within Cuba’s socialist economy. One 
Cuban scholar expressed the potential consequences 
of increased engagement this way: “As long as all 
Cubans feel they are marching together toward the 

Whatever policy Washington 
chooses must turn on what 
is best for the United States 
and not what is bad for the 

Castros or Chavez. 

Policy Options
With these central points in mind, one might 

speculate on possible scenarios and the viability of 
various policy options.

Option 1. Hands-off, or reforming the system 
away. Whether an internally directed hands-off 
reform strategy is a viable U.s. policy option depends 
on what happens after Castro dies. Will there be 
continuity or change? experts are divided. hardliners 
believe it would be naïve and fruitless to pursue a 
hands-off policy that would allow internal conditions 
and reforms to improve relations gradually over time.  
More moderate observers think that a post-Castro 
Cuba governed by his brother Raúl promises greater 
pragmatism, but limited reforms and regime conti-
nuity—in other words, Castroism without (Fidel) 
Castro. those of a more optimistic and concilia-
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same goal, and receiving relatively equal benefits for 
their sacrifices, the system can continue and even 
thrive. On the other hand, when ordinary Cubans 
see that some of their countrymen—and certainly 
the tourists who are flocking to Cuban beaches—are 
living on a different level, they will begin to doubt 
the sincerity of the revolutionary slogans.”34

however, the Bush administration has chosen the 
opposite course, further restricting scholar exchanges, 
monetary remittances, and travel, including family 
visits to the island. this policy has largely played 
into Castro’s hard-line approach by further justifying 
it; moreover, it has divided the exile community and 
imposed tremendous hardships on Cuban families, 
scholars, artists, and people-to-people contacts while 
doing little to promote democracy, reform, or regime 
change. in fact, it has had quite the opposite effect.

Option 3: Military intervention or a major 
transition initiative. since 2003, the Bush admin-
istration has pursued a primarily confrontational 
approach toward Castro’s Cuba. partly to appease 
conservative Cuban-Americans in south Florida 
who supported the president’s election in 2000 and 
2004, the Bush administration condemned Cuba 
in international forums, increased funding for the 
island’s domestic dissidents, and energetically 
engaged the U.s. interests section in havana with 
internal opposition movements. the administration 
also established the U.s. Commission for Assistance 
to a Free Cuba in October 2003 and implemented the 
strict measures identified in the commission’s May 
2004 report to hasten the end of the Castro regime.35 
strict limits on travel to Cuba by Cuban-Americans, 
students, academics, and humanitarian and religious 
groups curtailed most people-to-people contacts.36 
in addition to reactionary measures denying the 
Cuban Government access to dollars and remit-
tances, the commission’s detailed blueprint for 
the transition included $59 million for subversion, 
anti-government organizing, and third-country sup-
port for these measures.37 the travel and economic 
restrictions and tougher enforcement were so severe 
that exiled Cuban-American groups, like the Cuban 
American Commission for Family Rights and even 
the ultra-conservative Cuban American national 
Foundation, criticized them.38

some have argued that this tension with a key 
domestic constituency indicated that the adminis-
tration’s renewed antagonism toward Cuba reflected 

a post-9/11 reassessment of vital foreign policy and 
national security considerations rather than efforts 
to appease the Cuban-American lobby.39 Others 
believe the foreign policy shift to unilateralism 
and threatened or actual use of U.s. military power 
and preemptive force to enact regime-change and 
police global order predated 9/11.40 these interpre-
tations are not mutually exclusive: greater global 
instability, 9/11, and the subsequent iraq war have 
forced a critical reassessment of national security 
concerns and new threats. Without question, how a 
post-Castro transition plays out in Cuba will have 
a direct bearing on U.s. homeland security and 
national security.

For that reason, Washington should avoid over-
reaction, especially the use of military force. 
Fidel Castro’s death is unlikely to usher in drastic 
changes. Raúl Castro is his brother’s legitimate 
successor, and only another Cuban general would 
be a direct threat to him. Cuban authorities con-
victed General Jorge Ochoa for drug smuggling 
and executed him, but none of the current generals 
has Ochoa’s command and popularity. there are no 
young lions or strong leaders in the Cuban Com-
munist party to head a revolt, and the revolution-
ary commandants are either dead or too old to do 
so. A military intervention and/or an engineered 
revolt like the Bay of pigs would likely fail. even 
if an invasion or revolt were to succeed initially, 
the already overextended U.s. military cannot 
risk becoming mired in what would very likely 
be another civil war and protracted occupation. in 
addition, the American public cares even less about 
Castro than it did about saddam hussein and would 
not support military intervention in Cuba.

Short- and Long-Term Objectives
ironically, as the head of a post-Fidel transition 

government, Raúl Castro may be the best alternative 
for both Cuba and the United states. there is simply 
no other leader or group able to maintain order in Cuba 
after Fidel Castro departs, and a smooth, stable transi-
tion is essential if both countries are to avoid a massive 
refugee crisis like the Mariel boatlift. this means that 
the first short-term move for the United States should 
be to accept Raúl Castro as the head of the transition 
and initiate a policy of re-engagement with Cuba.

A second move, which has both short- and long-
term implications, would be to pursue comprehensive 
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measures to improve life on the island. this will 
serve U.s. national security interests and advance 
political, economic, and commercial interests on both 
sides. Cubans will be less likely to flee the island if 
life there improves, and the seeds of hemispheric 
instability and radicalism emanating from the island 
will wither.

A related short-term objective includes the uncon-
ditional end of the embargo, without a quid pro 
quo. Congress should also lift the ban on travel and 
restrictions on trade. today the blockade and helms-
Burton are not as effective, and even at its peak, 
the embargo, to paraphrase another Cuba-watcher, 
served to “bend them but not break them.” support-
ers of the embargo argue that it is the only leverage 
we have. that argument merely reveals the meager 
influence U.S. policy has over the Cuban regime. 
it is time to honestly recognize that the embargo 
has failed to achieve either its central goal, regime 
change, or its secondary goal, isolating Cuba. And, 
although it has hurt Castro’s regime, it has also hurt 
innocent Cuban citizens and American interests. 
Removing Cuba from the state department’s List of 
terrorist states is another immediate action that can 
support an orderly, peaceful transition in Cuba—and 
lend greater credibility to the list.41

U.S. policymakers need a flexible, pragmatic 
approach that avoids all-or-nothing thinking. A 
policy of “democracy or nothing,” delivers the 
latter for both the United states and Cuba.42 in 
december 2006, acting president Raúl Castro pro-
posed negotiations to normalize relations. in addi-
tion, Cuba has begun debating economic reforms. 
The Bush administration has inflexibly rejected 
considering these overtures as long as there is no 
democratic opening. Washington’s Cuba policy 
under democrats as well as Republicans has been 
counterintuitive and irrational: rewarding Castro 
for bad behavior and punishing him for behavior 
that is more positive. the primary reason has been 
domestic politics.

As an important short- and long-term measure, 
the stranglehold that domestic electoral politics has 
on U.s.-Cuban relations must be broken. the cli-
mate for doing so is more favorable now than ever. 
As one Cuba-watcher has written, in the post-cold 
war period, “major U.s. moves to intensify or relax 
economic sanctions against havana have occurred 
in presidential election years, when partisan bidding 
for Cuban-American votes in Florida takes center 
stage.”43 in the next 18 months, as another presi-
dential election cycle approaches and unforeseen 
changes are in the wind for Cuba, policymakers 
in Washington must not let partisan pressures or 
special interests—whether Cuban-Americans, 
U.s. farmers, or U.s. corporations and business 
groups—draw them into an ill-conceived response. 
Moreover, the Cuban-American communities in 
Miami, south Florida, and new Jersey are not 
monolithic. Younger Cubans are not engaged on 
the Castro question, and older exiles are mellowing 
and becoming less dogmatic. A number of issues, 
including travel, remittances, and the blockade, 
divide the Cuban diaspora, which is not a gigantic 
voting bloc anyway. the time may be right for 
a presidential candidate to test these waters and 
develop an independent Cuba policy.44

Finally, a fundamental reassessment of Latin 
American policy should be a vital long-term proj-
ect. since 9/11 and the start of War on terrorism, 
Washington has neglected its relations with Latin 
America and become more conservative and reac-
tive. Current policies are shortsighted and focus on 
a negative, defensive agenda. the United states, 
Latin America, and Cuba share a host of common 
concerns, including immigration, trade, the drug 
war, anti-terrorism, and the negative effects of cor-
porate-led globalization and environmental devasta-
tion. it is in the interest of all the countries in the 
hemisphere to support democracy and sustainable 
economic development. A comprehensive program 
for the region that integrates these diverse and dis-
tinct policy concerns with broader objectives and 
emphasizes responsible leadership and reciprocity 
over dominance is long overdue.45

Whether Washington likes it or not, there will 
be a transition in Cuba after Fidel Castro’s death, 
and it may or may not end with Raúl Castro. it is in 
everyone’s interest—Americans, Cuban-Americans, 
and Cubans on the island—that the transition occur 

…the United States should …
accept Raúl Castro as the head of 
the transition and initiate a policy 

of re-engagement with Cuba.
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peacefully and further the promise of normalized rela-
tions. In the final analysis, the Cuban Revolution has 
always been greater than Castro and the Communist 
party. its roots are in the principles of independence 

and sovereignty, political freedom, economic develop-
ment, social equality, justice, and resistance to foreign 
domination.46 this is the real legacy of the Cuban 
Revolution, and it will outlive Fidel Castro. MR
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NOTES

I Grow a White Rose (Cultivo una rosa blanca)

I grow a white rose, And for the cruel man who tears from me 
In June as in January, The heart with which I live, 
For my true friend Thistle nor thorn do I grow: 
Who gives me his honest hand. I grow the white rose.                 —José Martí


